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Abstract—Virtualization of embedded systems has recently

been in the spotlight especially because of the numerous advan-

tages it can bring. Among these, the improvement of software

design quality can be highlighted, since legacy software can be

reused along with newer applications, easing newer and older

systems’ integration. Also, security concerned systems can en-

joy the gains of virtualization: two Operating Systems (OS) can

be used, namely an application OS and a security certified OS,

both running on the same machine. Though virtualization can

offer so many benefits, its use in embedded systems is still not

as wide as it should or could be. The numerous constraints of

embedded systems combined with suspicious thoughts whether

virtualization overheads are prohibitive or not prevent its wide

adoption. Thus, we present in this paper a methodology for an

extension of the Hellfire Framework Project and the creation of

the Virtual Hellfire Hypervisor - VHH. The Hellfire Framework

already offers an integrated tool-flow in which Design Space

Exploration (DSE), OS customization and static and dynamic

application mapping are highly automated. Therefore, we show

the potential benefits of integrating existing embedded systems

tools, like the Hellfire Framework, to virtualization facilities and

how this can impact in the overall system design quality.

Keywords—Virtualization, MPSoC, Embedded Systems De-

sign, HW/SW Co-design

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past years, the use of Embedded Systems (ES) has

changed from an optional and non essential good to become a

reality for the overwhelming majority of the population. This

includes several fields of applications, which can be from [1]:

• the entertainment world (smart phones, cell phones, video

cameras, digital cameras, games toys etc);

• the medical world (dialysis machines, infusion pumps, car-

diac monitors etc);

• the automotive business (entertainment centers, engine con-

trols, security, ABS etc);

• aerospace and defense (flight management, smart weaponry,

jet engine control etc), and;

• several other fields (industrial automation, office automation,

industrial control etc).

This wide range of applications impacts directly on the design

of embedded devices. It also implies that not all ESs have the

same constraints or goals. Whereas in some systems a given

failure can cause serious damage to the environment or even

be the major cause of millions of human lives’ losses (Criti-

cal Embedded Systems), in others these failures only cause per-

formance degradation and, in spite of being accepted, are not

desired (Non-Critical Embedded Systems).

Increasingly, embedded systems are bringing typical charac-

teristics of general-purpose systems to their design. The main

change is their growing functionality which dramatically affects

and increases the complexity of their software. It is also very

common to run general purpose applications in some embedded

systems as well as to use applications written by developers that

have little or no knowledge at all about the embedded systems

constraints [2].

Within this context, the classical model of embedded systems’

design [1] where software and application layers were consid-

ered optional is losing space to current trends. Now, designers

tend to implement critical and non-critical tasks in software and

applications layers, since it allows a higher flexibility, easier de-

bug and higher reuse rates.

Still, some of the traditional differences between general pur-

pose and embedded systems still remain [3]. Even on high-end

multimedia entertainment-driven embedded systems, some real-

time constraints last. For a great share of the embedded de-

vices, energy consumption is still a matter of concern, which

impacts on the processor frequency choice: usually lower fre-

quency rates are mandatory in order to accomplish energy con-

sumption goals. Another common restriction regards the mem-

ory use, since modern embedded devices are desired to be cost

effective which conflicts with an excessive use of memory. It

is important to highlight that, besides being a high energy con-

suming device, memory is frequently a cost factor issue [4].

In a contradictory way, while some ESs are more concerned

in area and energy consumption reduction, such as cell phones,

others need the most predictable and deterministic behavior in

spite of pure performance levels, such as some avionic systems.

This peculiarity directly affects the processor choice, thus, justi-

fying that, in embedded systems, so many predominant architec-

tures such as ARM, MIPS, PowerPC and even some Intel Atom

versions are used, whereas general purpose systems are mainly

implemented onto the x86 architecture.

Among these (sometimes contradictory) implementation

characteristics, a common way to arrange ESs is the use of mul-

tiprocessed platforms, where Multiprocessors System-on-Chip

(MPSoC) have become a viable choice [5]. In terms of soft-

ware design, before the rise of MPSoCs, embedded systems

used to have a well defined and successful programming model,

which includes the use of Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS)

and critical functions of a given device. Instead, with the wide

adoption of multicore hardware and the incessant increase of

desired functionalities in embedded devices, especially multi-

media ones, a true change in the way embedded developers are

designing their systems is required.

Several solutions arise including the use of virtualization, a

successful General Purpose (GP) computing technique, which
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can increase ESs’ performance and software design quality

while reducing its manufacturing costs. Nevertheless, there are

several key differences in the way that ES developers face the

use of multicore processors and virtualization techniques when

compared to those of GP computing [6].

While virtualization provides advantages such as the capa-

bility of running multiple instances of operating systems on a

single processor (mono- or multi-core), embedded systems are

far different from enterprise systems [7]. This means that in or-

der to take the advantages offered by virtualization, much effort

must be spent in understanding how to better adapt them to em-

bedded’s special needs.

In this paper, we present a methodology to extend an embed-

ded system design tool - the Hellfire Framework - in order to

aggregate virtualization facilities to it, known as Virtual Hellfire

Hypervisor - VHH. We show how to do it and the expected ad-

vantages and issues of our approach. The main contribution of

this paper is to provide a novel methodology to allow virtualiza-

tion to be incorporated in current embedded systems tools.

The remainder of the paper is organized as it follows. The

next section shows the basic concepts of virtualization. Sec-

tion 3 shows some related work, followed by Section 4, that

presents a motivational example to use it in embedded systems.

Section 5 briefly presents the Hellfire framework. Section 6,

discusses the possibilities to extend the Hellfire Framework to

allow virtualization to be achieved whereas Section 7 concludes

the paper besides presenting some future work.

II. CLASSIC VIRTUALIZATION CONCEPTS

Virtualization is an old technique that dates back more than 30

years [8]. It allows a single physical computer to host multiple

virtual machines, each being isolated from one another. Several

advantages arise from its use, such as the possibility of running

different operating systems in the same physical hardware. Still,

if a virtual machine fails, the other ones can be kept safe at a

reasonable cost [9].

This approach is very common in enterprise IT, although it

causes a single point of failure, since many servers can be placed

at a unique hardware machine. Even so, virtualization is con-

sidered safer because most of service interrupts are caused by

software failures, usually, by the operating system which tends

to be big enough so that maintenance is harder [10]. So, the

idea is to use simpler and more efficient kernel level software to

avoid safety problems. The hypervisor - the main virtualization

component - usually is at least two orders of magnitude smaller

than general purpose OSs, therefore, it is less likely to have fail-

ures [10].

To implement the hypervisor, also known as Virtual Machine

Monitor (VMM), commonly two approaches are used. In hy-
pervisor type 1, also known as hardware level virtualization, the

hypervisor itself can be considered as an operating system, since

it is the only piece of software that works in kernel mode, like

depicted in Figure 1. Its main task is to manage multiple copies

of the real hardware - the virtual boards (virtual machines or

domains) - just like an OS manages multitasking.

Type 2 hypervisors, also known as operating system level vir-
tualization, depicted in Figure 2, are implemented such that the

Fig. 1. Hypervisor Type 1

hypervisor itself can be compared to another user application

that simply “interprets” the guest machine ISS.

Fig. 2. Hypervisor Type 2

Since the hypervisor can be considered similar to an oper-

ating system in many aspects, concepts regarding OSs’ imple-

mentation are important to be highlighted. Thus, classic studies

of Popek and Goldberg [11] introduce a classification for the

instructions of an ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) into three

different groups:

1. privileged instructions: those that trap when used in user

mode and do not trap if used in kernel mode;

2. control sensitive instructions: those that attempt to change

the configuration of resources in the system, and;

3. behavior sensitive instructions: those whose behavior or re-

sult depends on the configuration of resources (the content of

the relocation register or the processor’s mode).

Moreover, those researches first declared that in order to virtu-

alize a given machine, sensitive (control and behavior) instruc-

tions must be a subset of the privileged instructions. This is

not a reality in many processors, as Intel’s x86 family and the

common solution in this case, is to adopt processor’s hardware

support. To name, Intel’s support is named as VT (Virtualiza-

tion Technology) and AMD’s named as SVM (Secure Virtual

Machine). Hardware support is not an option for embedded sys-

tems yet, so other options have to be considered in the present

time.

Considering the options to virtualize systems - OS and hard-

ware level - it is important to highlight that at hardware level we

may need some support from the processor and at OS level the

virtual boards share both the hardware and the host’s operating

system. Since one of the most promising advantages of using



virtualization is to allow several operating systems in a single

hardware, OS level virtualization will no longer be considered

in the remainder of the paper.

In this case, we will detail some concepts regarding hardware

level virtualization without hardware support. Here, the hyper-

visor is at charge of translating instructions whenever the virtual

board attempts to execute a privileged instruction (I/O request,

memory write etc), which causes a trap into the hypervisor, be-

ing known as pure virtualization. This is often a very expensive

way of dealing with virtual machines [12].

Another option at hardware level is known as impure virtual-

ization and requires that sensitive instructions (those that require

a trap into the hypervisor) are removed from the code execut-

ing in the virtual machine. This can be done either at compile

time, by a technique called pre-virtualization or by binary code
rewriting, where the executable code is scanned in order to re-

place such instructions. The main issue is that both approaches

can cause huge performance losses.

Alternatively, para-virtualization it a technique that replaces

sensitive instructions of the original kernel code by explicit hy-

pervisor calls (also known as hypercalls). The goal of para-

virtualization is to reduce the problems encountered when deal-

ing with different privilege levels. Usually, a scheme referred to

as protection rings is used and it guarantees that the lower level

rings (Ring 0, for instance) holds the highest privileges. So,

most of OSs are executed in Ring 0, thus being able to interact

directly with the physical hardware.

When the hypervisor is adopted, it becomes the only piece of

software to be executed in Ring 0, bringing severe consequences

for the guest OSs: they are no longer executed in Ring 0, instead,

run in Ring 1, with fewer privileges. This problem, known as

ring de-privileging is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Ring de-privileging caused by the hypervisor

When para-virtualization is adopted, the hypervisor must de-

fine an interface composed by system calls allowed to be used

by the guest OS. Besides working on an unsuitable hardware for

pure virtualization, it can also bring performance boost.

The difference between pure virtualization and para-

virtualization is depicted in Figure 4. In part A of the figure,

pure virtualization is showed. In this case, whenever the guest

OS calls a sensitive instruction, a trap is caused to the hyper-

visor, which emulates the instruction behavior and returns the

proper results. In part B, para-virtualization is showed. The

guest OS has been modified in order to make hypercalls instead

of containing sensitive instructions. In this case, the trap is sim-

ilar to the one that occurs in non virtualized systems, whenever

a user application makes a system call on its OS.

Fig. 4. Hypervisor control of pure virtualization (part A) and para-virtualization
(part B)

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the existing hypervisors strategies

that allow embedded virtualization.

EmbeddedXEN Project. EmbeddedXEN is an academic

project of the XEN.org research group where the main target

are embedded real-time applications. Its hypervisor is executed

in ARM cores and the EmbeddedXEN project provides to ARM

developers a single multi-kernel binary image which includes

XEN, Linux, miniOS and XenomaiRT extension adapted to run

onto embedded systems. Virtualization and isolation mecha-

nisms are fully relied on the XEN hypervisor for general purpose

computers. The main goal of this project is to provide viability

and performance evaluation of the embedded virtualization. It is

an open-source project and it can be used in any device, although

the Server Xen version is not open-source which can restrict its

use [13].

OKL4. Implemented by OK Labs (Open Kernel Labs), it is

an L4 family microkernel commercially distributed hypervisor

with low overhead rates [9]. It has a high performance Inter-

Process Communication (IPC) message exchange mechanism,

which helps the low overheaded virtualization. A system call

that causes a trap triggered by any virtual machine, calls the mi-

crokernel exception manager, converting this event into an IPC

message to the guest OS. The client deals with this process as a

normal system call and the answer is returned through another

IPC message [9].

Wind River Hypervisor. It focuses on high performance,

small footprint, determinism, low latency and high reliability. It

is highly optimized for and integrated with VxWorks and Wind

River Linux although it supports other operating systems. In

terms of processor, supports single and multicore processors

based on Intel and PowerPC architectures and its solution in-

tegrates with VxWorks and Wind River Linux. It also enables

devices to be assigned to virtual boards as it provides device and

memory protection between virtual boards [14].

VirtualLogix VLX. Hypervisor that decouples hardware

management (intended for ARM and Intel architectures) and ap-

plication environments (Android, Linux, proprietary, Symbian,



Windows), enabling separation of design and functionality con-

cerns. This allows OS/device independence and fault tolerance

with minimal overhead, as well as improved performance for

multimedia and gaming and enhanced device security through

isolation [15].

Trango. It provides a thin layer of code that allows system

designers greater flexibility when extending the functionality of

an existing system or using multiple OSs. Only a single CPU is

then needed to keep the OS and multiple environments separate,

so the designer can create trusted areas where secure processes

(such as key management or secure boot) can run without adding

another CPU [16].

XtratuM. XtratuM is an open source hypervisor specially de-

signed for embedded real-time systems available for x86, Pow-

erPC, MIPS and recently for LEON2 (SPARC v8) processors.

It is a hypervisor designed for embedded systems to meet safety

critical real-time requirements and provides a framework to run

several operating systems in a robust partitioned environment.

XtratuM can be used to build a MILS (Multiple Independent

Levels of Security) architecture [17].

Analysis. Many embedded hypervisors have emerged within

the last few years. Although they have several qualities, to the

best of our knowledge, our proposal is the first that aims to inte-

grate the following features:
• it is a hypervisor intended for real-time MPSoCs;

• it allows several virtual machines on a single processor of a

given MPSoC;

• it is integrated with a well structured design tool (Hellfire

Framework) and it respects a design flow that helps to improve

software quality;

• it allows the use of simpler RISC processors, such as MIPS-

based ones.

IV. MOTIVATIONAL USE CASES

Virtualization can be applied in a wide variety style for em-

bedded systems. Here, we highlight some motivational exam-

ples for its use [18]. The first case for virtualization on embed-

ded systems consists of enabling several operating systems to be

executed concurrently, allowing:
1. legacy software to co-exist with current and incompatible ap-

plications, and;

2. real-time software and user interface applications separation,

by using different OSs.
In this case, virtualization can strongly increase software de-

velopment quality, since it allows the designer to choose among

several OSs, the most suitable for the application or even the

one that presents the best cost/performance ratio. Moreover, the

time required to develop an application can be reduced, since

legacy applications can simply be reused in virtual machines.

Furthermore, unified software architecture for multiple hard-

ware platforms can be achieved, since the software architecture

is developed for the virtual machines and virtualization deals

with the several hardware platforms. In this case, a current issue

in embedded systems - software portability - could be widely

affected and developers would be able to faster satisfy the in-

creasingly restricted time-to-market. The combination of real-

time, legacy and user application operating systems in the same

device is achieved by virtualization, as depicted in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Legacy software use along with new user applications

Besides, security levels can be increased since virtualization

provides a protective environment that encapsulates embedded

operating systems and other crucial software components. This

approach, where an application specific operating system is kept

apart from the RTOS as a way of avoiding attacks, is depicted

in Figure 6. However, in order to actually guarantee this im-

provement of security, the underlying hypervisor has to be sig-

nificantly more secure that the guest OS. According to Tanem-

baum [10], the most suitable way of achieving it, is to keep the

hypervisor as small as possible.

Fig. 6. User attack blocked by virtual machines’ isolation

Another advantage of using virtualization when MPSoCs are

employed is to ease the workload balance management. The

parallelism can be extracted at the application level, that is, en-

tire applications can be migrated through different virtual ma-

chines since they have the same OS, as depicted in Figure 7.

The advantages of migration in embedded systems have been

widely proved throughout the years [19], [20], [21].

Also, in addition to these cases, virtualization has been con-

sidered for some researchers to be used in critical embedded

systems, such as in avionic matters [22]. Usually, security sensi-

tive or mission critical parts need a protected environment [23].

Then, the sensitive parts have their own OS and the hypervisor

separates them from non-trusted OSs and applications.

The separation showed previously allows creative and use-

ful arrangements, such as when some parts of the system are



Fig. 7. Migration of applications between virtual machines

required to boot up faster than others. For instance, a car or a

camera must have some of their features available at a really fast

pace (tens of milliseconds after power on). A general purpose

OS will take much longer, therefore, virtualization can separate

the functions to be ran in exclusive virtual machines, boosting

their boot time.

Separation also allows license protection to be achieved, since

proprietary application can be completely isolated from GPL

OS. Intellectual Property (IP) protection can rely on virtualiza-

tion’s inherit separation, since private modules are safe from

user’s inappropriate handling. Firmware over the air (FOTA) up-

grades could also be easier to be made with virtualization thus

allowing that only a given part of the system reboots after the

upgrade [9].

Finally, easier application migration would allow extensive

use cases for pervasive computers, as virtual machines could

migrate among different devices, leading to a whole new level

of remote device usage [24].

V. HELLFIRE FRAMEWORK

The present work is an extension of the Hellfire Framework

(HellfireFW) [25] which allows a complete deployment and

test of parallel critical and non-critical embedded applications,

defining the HW/SW architecture to be employed by the de-

signer. The HellfireFW follows a design flow where several

steps can be performed aiming to develop the HW/SW solu-

tion for a given application. This design flow is presented in

Figure 8.

In terms of application design, the entry point in C language,

where an application is manually divided into a set of tasks.

Each task τi is defined as a n-uple (idi, ri,WCETi, Di, Pi)

and the parameters stand for identification, release time, worst

case execution time, deadline and period of task τi, respectively.

They can communicate either through shared memory (in the

same processor) or message passing (in different processors).

After designing the application, the HellfireFW project must

Fig. 8. Hellfire Framework Design Flow

be created. This is the step where the initial HW/SW platform

configuration is defined. The C application is executed on the

top of the HellfireOS stack. HellfireOS [25] is a micro-kernel

based Real-time Operating System - RTOS, highly configurable

and easily portable. To ease the OS port to other architectures,

HellfireOS uses a modular structure as depicted in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. HellfireOS Structure Stack

All hardware specific functions and definitions are imple-

mented on the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL), which is

unique for a specific hardware platform solution, simplifying

the port of the kernel onto different platforms. The micro-kernel

itself is implemented on top of this layer. Features like standard

C functions and the kernel Application Programming Interface

(API) are implemented on top of the micro-kernel. Communi-

cation and migration drivers, memory management and mutual

exclusion facilities are implemented on top of the kernel API

and the user application is the highest level in the HellfireOS

development stack.



After following these steps an MPSoC platform configuration

is expected, with a given number of processors, a personalized

instance of HellfireOS on each processor and a static task map-

ping. The user must then trigger the simulation of the system

which runs for a given time window and then generates several

graphical results for the designer to analyze. If the results are

satisfactory, the SW part of the platform can be easily ported

to a prototype, such as an FPGA. Otherwise, the designer can

change the HW/SW settings and rerun the simulation as refine-

ments are needed.

VI. VIRTUAL-HELLFIRE HYPERVISOR (VHH), A HELL-

FIREOS BASED HYPERVISOR

In this section we describe the Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor

(VHH) architecture, based in the HellfireOS structure. The main

advantages of VHH are:

• temporal and spatial isolation among domains (each domain

contains its own OS);

• resource virtualization: clock, timers, interrupts, memory;

• efficient context switch for domains;

• real-time scheduling policy for domain scheduling;

• deterministic hypervisor system calls (hypercalls).

VHH considers a domain as an execution environment where

a guest OS can be executed and it offers the virtualized ser-

vices of the real hardware to it. As detailed in Section 2,

for embedded systems where no hardware support is offered,

para-virtualization tends to present the best performance results.

Therefore, in VHH, domains need to be modified before being

executed on top of it. As a result, they do not manage hard-

ware interrupts directly. Instead, the guest OS must be modified

to allow the use of virtualized operations provided by the VHH

(hypercalls).

Figure 10 depicts the Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor structure. In

this figure, the hardware continues to provide the basic services

as timer and interrupt but they are managed by the hypervisor,

which provides hypercalls for the different domains, allowing

them to perform privileged instructions.

In terms of memory management, in MMU-less processors

a possible choice is to implement a software virtual memory

management, as proposed in [26]. Another viable strategy is to

use a fixed partition memory scheme. In this case, the required

amount of memory is allocated to each domain at boot (or load)

time, meaning that its size cannot grow or shrink at run time. If

the application code of the guest OS of a given domain requires

dynamic memory (such as with malloc or free C primitives), the

heap needs to be managed by the domain’s code itself. For now,

VHH uses this second option (fixed partition memory), as we

can see in Figure 11, where each processor (Processing Element

- PE, in the figure) of the MPSoC has its own Local Memory

(LM). This memory is divided according to the amount of parti-

tions that this processor will hold.

Another point of concern is the dealing of I/O peripherals.

Xen [27] is one of the most successful para-virtualized imple-

mentations for desktop systems and it uses the concept of a spe-

cific I/O domain (known as Domain 0). This is needed because

most peripherals must be managed by a single software driver

which is aware of its current status.

Fig. 10. Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor Domain structure

Fig. 11. Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor Memory Management

We also use this concept, so I/O ports and interrupt lines of

peripherals are managed by a specific domain, named I/O Do-
main. In the future, we intend to extend this model, allowing

that other partitions also use the peripheral (one at a time). This

approach is depicted in Figure 12, where the highlighted domain

is responsible for handling I/O issues. Currently, this limits the

use of peripherals to the processor that holds the I/O Domain.

In the future, when other domains will be able to handle it, any

processor will be able to have its own I/O peripheral.

The internal architecture of HellfireOS had to be modified to

guarantee the use of virtualization. As a matter of fact, we kept

some of the original features and took advantage of its highly

modular implementation by adding the necessary modules to

provide virtualization. Thus, Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor is im-

plemented based on the following layers:

• Hardware Abstraction Layer - HAL, responsible for imple-

menting the set of drivers that manage the mandatory hardware,

like processor, interrupts, clock, timers etc;



Fig. 12. Virtual-Hellfire Hypervisor I/O Handling

• Kernel API and Standard C Functions, which are not avail-

able to the partitions;

• Virtualization layer, which provides the services required to

support virtualization and para-virtualization services. The hy-

percalls are implemented in this layer.

In this new layer responsible for allowing virtualization to be

used, there are some mandatory modules, such as:

• domain manager, responsible for domain creation, deletion,

suspension etc;

• domain scheduler, responsible for scheduling domains in a

single processor;

• interrupt manager, that handles hardware interrupts and traps.

It is also in charge of triggering virtual interrupt and traps to

domains;

• hypercall manager, responsible for handling calls made from

domains, being analogous to the use of system calls in conven-

tional operating systems;

• system clock provider, in which two clocks per domain are

implemented: one that only advances while the domain is being

executed (virtual) and a real, counted from the boot time.

• timer provider, similar to clock implementation, provides vir-

tual and real timers, both accessible by hypercalls;

• memory manager, divided in virtual and physical manage-

ment, according to the underlying hardware;

• system output facility, where all messages are queued and can

be redirected to hardware peripherals, such as a serial port.

The described architecture of VHH is depicted in Figure 13.

A very interesting point of the VHH is the use of an MPSoC

as underlying hardware. We assume the use of a Symmetric

MultiProcessor (SMP) and the hypervisor acts as a MultiProces-

sor RTOS (MP-RTOS). The hypervisor is aware of the several

domains and respects their own scheduling policies.

Each processor has its ready task queue, which can contain

tasks from different virtual domains. For each processor, the

highest-priority task in the ready queue is executed. To avoid

starvation of non real-time tasks (when allocated in the same

processor of real-time tasks), it is possible to adopt a scheduling

policy that guarantees the execution of best-effort tasks, such as

R-EDF [28].

The mapping of virtual domains onto real processors is done

at design time. For now, it is the designer’s responsibility to as-

sociate virtual domains and real processors. In the future, we

intend to use virtualization even as a load balancing solution,

Fig. 13. VHH System Architecture

where, dynamically, virtual domains can migrate among the sev-

eral processors of the MPSoC to improve a given measure, as

performance or energy consumption. When more than one do-

main is mapped for a single processor, the scheduling among

domains occurs according to a fixed priority scheduling. Then,

domains are scheduled by the hypervisor considering its priority

level.

Since HellfireOS is integrated in the Hellfire Framework with

several simulation facilities, VHH is also integrated in it and re-

quires the designer to choose whether virtualization is enabled.

In this case, although user-transparent, the design flow presented

by Figure 14 is employed. This flow starts with the configuration

of the VHH, where the number of domains is informed and the

VHH core is generated. Following, each of the desired domains

is configured in a very similar way Hellfire Framework used to

do with non-virtual HellfireOS edition: application tasks were

added and put together with the OS image. Finally, all system is

assembled and executed by an ISS-like (Instruction Set Simula-

tor) simulator.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented an extension of the HellFire framework

in order to incorporate a virtualization methodology. We demon-

strated the usefulness of virtualization in embedded systems’ de-

sign and how it can be applied in current design flows. A new



Fig. 14. VHH Integrated in the Hellfire Framework

design flow with virtualization was proposed as an extension of

the Hellfire methodology.

As a future work we intend to get comparison results for per-

formance, area and energy consumption with non-virtualized

systems. Still, we want to measure precisely the overhead of the

proposal besides improving the methodology itself, especially

regarding memory and I/O management as well as to improve

these features’ implementation quality.
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